QEP Research, Literature Review, Best Practices, and Writing Subcommittee 2015-2017

1/20/16

Present:
Tim Callahan, Seth Pritchard, William Veal, Michelle Futrell, Burton Callicott

Agenda:

- define sustainability
  examples:

  USC Enviro Program -- visit? Council of environmental deans

  Nebraska: Supporting life systems today and into the future.

Assignment: Address definitions of sustainability in different fields and come up with an overarching definition
task committee members with providing definition related their respective fields -- in consultation with colleagues and literature reviews in your field -- produce a one page document -- how you would infuse in existing courses

Relationship to the CofC mission

Structure for course infusion-- FYE

3-6 faculty go to workshops geared towards training our faculty
they lead workshops in-house

Compensation -- $500?